here i am to share again. i will say that not getting
any responses from people makes me think that i am just
being a bother and a bore to everyone. i know i can't
get to the computer that often now but i love to find
there waiting for me your words of love and
encouragement. maybe i need to consider not doing
these reports as i don't want everyone to think i am
drawing on pity from everyone.
we all have our different paths in life. some are
plaqued by one thing and some by another. the point is
that there is something each of us has to overcome.
and we overcome by the word of our testimony and the
blood of the lamb. i think too often today people
forget about the blood and fail to apply it. there is
nothing in this world more powerful than His blood. i
can imagine that as He died, not one drop of it was
soaked into the soil but gathered by the angels to
present it before God the Father.
we know so little about our Lord's young life, but i
guess it is not needed. as He grew from childhood to
manhood, it must have been amazing to behold. was He
always aware of His full mission or did the Father
reveal it gradually? we know Him now as fully man and
fully God. even though He operated as a man, there was
never doubt in Himself that His word would be performed
as spoken. He knew the world was formed through Him
and all things were subject to Him. it is our job to
know that now.
friends, we just have to look around and know that it
is the time for evil to have it's reign. there is so
much hatred, confusion and lawlessness that it can't be

denied. the terrible things they are trying to put on
our children may be the worse. if a child is
struggling with gender confusion, it is because they
have nourished it and made them think they can make
that decision. schools are indoctrinating them with all
manner of perversion. things adults are ashamed to even
discuss. God forgive this generation. is it no wonder
this generation was chosen to suffer the tribulation?
i am amazed at how the number of confessing christians
has fallen in recent years. perhaps this is like the
parable of the sower. thorns and persecutions are
choking out the word. persecutions are spreading far
and wide. i never would have thought i would live to
see some of the things now happening in so-called
christian nations. it is because they had no root in
themselves. God says that in the end times He will send
a great delusion on those who would not repent while
they could. now is the day of salvation. one must
draw near to Him while you can. unless the Holy Spirit
is there to convict, there can be no remorse that will
be accepted. if one is sorry just because they were
caught it doesn't count as true repentance.
often i wish we could make others understand the joy
and peace that comes with Jesus. this world quickly
loses it's hold we we finally know the scope of His
strength and love. i know it can be hard to think of
us or a loved one leaving. this world is all we have
known throughout our life. to go from the known to the
unknown can often be terrifying. but He has delivered
us of fear of that journey. we have the blessed hope
set before us and if we remain true, no one can snatch
us out of His hands.

there's so much more i wish i had done for Jesus. so
many have done so much more and we thank God for them.
multitude of lives have be changed by them. i remember
how mother and i used to watch jan and paul crouch in
the evening. even though she wore all that makeup one
knew her heart. she would weep for people's needs and
just let the mascara run. they have their reward now
and their legacy still bears fruit. it is appointed
unto man once to die and then the judgment. lying
spirits may try to tell us otherwise by confirming
dates and places but reincarnation is just another lie
of the devil. one lives through no remake to do things
better. judgment is at the door when we die.
i have so many shows on my dvr that i'll never catch
up. although i have enjoyed a couple of shows, i am
watching more and more christian programming. the
rest just seems so useless. that and the news i like
to keep up on. watched a program the other day about a
man and his wife. she had a heart problem when young
which they thought was fixed then. shortly after
marriage it reappeared. they stood and believed but
she died in the end. shortly afterwards healing broke
out in the church and many heart problems and other
things were healed. who can know the wisdom of God as
He weaves all thing together? we must trust and
believe. the rest is up to Him. He works all things
together for good. praise Him forever.
hope you don't mind receiving these emails. if you are
willing. please write. one way communication is often
hard even though i admit i like to talk about my Jesus.
still, any words of encouragement are so appreciated.

though i like meaty emails, just a short hello means
much.
linda

